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EPICURIAN EPISODES

The History Of

Thanksgiving

O

By Chef Katherine Louie

n the fourth
Thursday of every November,
Americans gather to celebrate, whether it is
to feast with family & friends,
watch football or participate
in a parade. Thanksgiving, a
national holiday traditional,
originally celebrated the early
settlers successful fall harvest.
Today’s Thanksgiving celebrations are a distant resemblance
to original festivities of the
1621 harvest celebration of
Pilgrims and Native Americans. Thanksgiving continues
to be a day for Americans to
reunite with a feast and give
remembrance of why they are
thankful, usually with Turkey
as the featured menu item,
and great variations to the pilgrim’s original menu.
The Pilgrims comprised
of English Protestants or “separatists,” who wanted to break away from the Church of England, received funding from English merchants in hopes to settle in the “New World” and ultimately establish the Plymouth
Colony. The ship “Mayflower,” carried approximately 102 passengers spent 66 days traveling
the Atlantic Ocean was destined for what is now New York City, but due to the high winds
and rough seas, the Mayflower had to shortened its course and settle in an area off Cape Cod
Bay, known as Plymouth, Massachusetts, otherwise referred as “America’s hometown.”
Before the pilgrims arrived to Plymouth, many Native American tribes occupied the area.
The area had been the home of the Wampanoag tribe, which other European settlers had visited, prior to the arrival of the Mayflower. The area of southeastern Massachusetts and eastern
Rhode Island, the site of the first Thanksgiving, had served as hunting and fishing grounds to
the natives for over 12,000 years.
After the Pilgrim’s first severe winter, half of the passengers and crew survived. Many died
from exposure, scurvy and contagious disease. In the spring, the malnourished Pilgrims met
Squanto from the Pawtuxet tribe. Squanto taught the colonists how to cultivate corn, extract
sap from maple trees, how to fish and how to identify poisonous plants. Squanto also helped
the settlers create an alliance with the Wampanoag tribe, which would endure for more than
50 years.
In November 1621, after the Pilgrims’ first corn successful harvest, Governor Bradford
organized a celebratory meal and invited the native allies to America’s first Thanksgiving feast.
The natives contributed and hunted deer for the grand feast that lasted for three days. Unlike today’s modern day menu, the pilgrim’s first Thanksgiving menu consisted of deer, seal,
shellfish including lobster, corn, and roasted meat, quite different from current traditional
Thanksgiving feast. Menu items on most modern American menus, like potatoes, were not
Continued on page 16
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Nurturing Our Taro Patches
BY Jimmy Toyama

Thanksgiving

At The Toyama's

I

t seems like generations
have gone by since we
started hosting the
annual Thanksgiving
Lunch (dinner too) at our
home. Each year, at Thanksgiving (and New Years too!),
the families that constitute
“my wife’s side” look forward to gathering on this
special day to eat, talk story,
have fun, and catch up with
family news. Except for
my brother and his family
who comes to Thanksgiving
lunch at my home, the families that constitute “my side
that runs along my father’s
and mother’s lines” maintain
their own family Thanksgiving traditions. The families
on “my side” gather periodically on special occasions
too, like a family reunion
which brought together from
Hawaii and different parts
of the country more than a
hundred family members
on “my mother’s side.” It
would be extremely nice and
a blast if the family members
of “all the sides” could come
together for Thanksgiving at
my home but, alas, the logistics of that happening would
be nearly impossible—too
many people, 200 plus, and
not enough space.
When we first started
the Thanksgiving lunch at
our home, my wife’s mother
and my parents were still
with us and was the center of
pampered attention and respect. Somehow special occasions bring into sharp view
changes in family members,
like how aging sets in and
brings with it acute challenges like physical immobility, dementia, and in my

mother’s case the progressive
deterioration brought on by
Alzheimer’s disease.
Their departures have
left us during these occasions with a heightened
sense and feeling that someone and something is missing—though they hauntingly exist in our memories
and pictures that line the
bookshelves. The gathering
has also gotten smaller too
by the passing of sister and
brother in laws. But, families are also organic entities
that grow as we have also
gained more members by
births, marriages and, the
formation of budding new
relationships promising to
add to the family. A rough
count of our Thanksgiving gathering shows that we
have about thirty five people,
on average, and at full force
about forty. It’s a nice sized
group that makes for lots of
noise, laughter, and gaiety.
Thanksgiving lunch has
always been pot luck reflecting Hawaii’s multi-cultural
tastes.
There’s Japanese,
Hawaiian, Chinese, Filipino, Korean and, traditional
Thanksgiving dishes. Over
the years the making of certain types of food gets associated with certain family
members. Preparing a dish
becomes a labor of love given
to the family. I’m expected
to do the traditional roast
turkey, for which I need to
get up at 5 am to fire up the
Weber grill to roast an 18
pound turkey to get it done
by lunch. I also make chow
fun—a Chinese dish with
char siu, stir fried mixed vegetables and wide “fun” noo-

dles which everyone likes,
especially the young ones.
My sister-in-law from Kailua
brings the always moist and
soft kalua turkey and yams.
The turkey and yams have
a distinctive scent of the
smoke from the imu that excites the taste buds and salivary glands. My wife makes
the toss green salad, bean
casserole, and candied yams,
mashed potatoes, steamed
rice, and fresh cranberries.
Japanese cucumber namasu,
Korean kal-bi, baked salmon, chicken adobo, ahi and
tako poke, and many more
dishes round out the pot
luck table. It’s a sight right
out of the horn of plenty.
The family as whole has
a sweet tooth and loves to
make desserts. Thanksgiving becomes an open invitation for dessert makers to not
only make the traditional
pumpkin pie but new varieties of pumpkin desserts and
desserts made from newly
discovered recipes the finder
wants to make for the occasion. The dessert table too is
full of mouth watering and
irresistible attractions posing
a nice problem of too many
“sinful” choices to make.
Family members begin
to arrive at the house around
11:30 am bringing with them
pot luck goodies which they
place on the serving table.
Lunch begins at noon following grace. The Thanksgiving grace for years was
given by my brother-in-law
but, since a few years ago, is
now given by my two granddaughters, ages 11 and 9.
They do such a superb job in
delivering grace that I some-

times wonder where they get
their inspirational ideas for
the prayer. The prayer given
by my granddaughters opens
up the lunch and sets a nice
tone and signaling the startup of soothing lunch music
from the collection and for
everyone to start digging in,
old folks first.
Eating is not a hurried
affair. Eating slowly and savoring each dish has become
customary and it’s not unusual for eating and “picking” to run into dinner time.
Eating is very much a social
affair as people chew, taste,
and comment on the flavors
they experience. Conversations like that pave the way
for more intimate information exchanges between
family members that helps
to strengthen and draw family members closer together.
Family identity and solidarity is a natural outgrowth
of family gatherings like the
Thanksgiving Lunch.
What happens at my
home is, of course, not
unique or uncommon as
scenes like Thanksgiving
gatherings are happening all
the time across our island
chain and country. Yet we
sadly hear with alarming
frequency about the weakening of nuclear and extended
families in Hawaii and the
Nation. You don’t have to
be a social scientist to know
that this alarming observation is becoming increasingly reality for many people—
even though we still have
many strong families. The
problem is that such families are becoming fewer and
fewer. It is not an irreversible trend however. It takes
unshakeable commitment
to keep families together as
a functioning unit, whether
blended, unrelated by blood,
new, or traditional.
In a society where fragmentation and alienation
seems common place and
on the rise, families, nuclear,
extended, or otherwise is a
much needed antidote.
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Honoring Our Host Culture

CONNECTING CULTURES

BY Kumu Hula Paul K. Neves

EO WAKEA !
Remembering
a miracle ....

A

loha friends, It is
early
morning,
about 7:00 am,
on October 7th
and I am driving up to Puu
Huluhulu to attend a "Civil
Assistance Action" for those
who oppose the TMT Telescope and further development atop Mauna Kea. My
son is following me as we are
prepared to receive the hookupu, offerings, at the Ahu o
Puu Huluhulu, a stone cairn
built at the Mauna Kea
Crossroad in honor of our
kupuna, our living spiritual
guides. We are to be present
until 2:00 pm.
We have been given the
honor by the Royal Order
of Kamehameha I to do this
humble service for the people and to encourage them
to live in aloha in all that
they do. So we have come
prepared to receive this special day. The TMT/UHH
developers have chosen this
day to do a ground breaking
ceremony atop Mauna Kea,
despite the legal litigation
still before the courts. They
still planned to host their investors, governor, mayor and
give speeches to themselves,
to create in my opinion, the
facade of the "done deal,
done with a rubber stamp".
Hawaii has become a mecca
for the rich shaking hands
with an all to willing local government, behind the
backs of (Johnny & Leilani)
taxpayer, and over the heads
of the (keiki o ka aina), children of the land who are supposed to be the beneficiaries
of the land! Despite what
the TMT/UHH developers have publicly stated, the
court case is NOT finished.

So to our work we go.
As we approach the crossroads at Puu Huluhulu,
Mauna Kea lights up almost
as white as snow over the
Poliahu goddesses outline.
I notice people pulling over
to take pictures of that stunning moment. Then as we get
closer an outline of at least a
hundred people stand like
adze shrines in the morning
light greeting the sun and
promise of a new day. The
parking lot there is full and
it is only 7:30 am. We park
on the Inouye Freeway and
make our way to the ahu as
the gathering continues to
grow larger and larger. At
8:00 am the ceremony begins with the oli, chanting,

hula, and the sharing of love
and deep reverence for Mauna Kea, the piko, the umbilical cord connecting our lives
with all creation.
We are now at the ahu
in our full regalia wearing
the ahuula, alii chiefs capes,
reflecting the esteemed presence of our most esteemed
ancestors. The Royal Order
of Kamehameha I begins its
day by receiving the honored
gifts of love and affection
from our native brothers and
sisters and our brothers and
sisters of all color and creed,
whom we invite as ohana,
family. All nations, all islands, all spiritual paths, all
drawn to this piko, this center of this island of Hawaii to
hold their hearts as one heart
beat, of one great outpouring of love for the great sacred mountain Mauna Kea.
A white cloud hovers on the
Mauna Loa side of the piko
like a beautiful shawl.
It faces the cloudless
Mauna Kea as if to give the
impression that Poliahu, the
snow goddess herself is present. These signs and omens
are observed and commented upon all day long. We estimate that 500 people will
come and go throughout the
days celebration. There are
many children, teens and
young college age students.
Joining them are the parents
and kumu, teachers, activists
and working people. Our
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kupuna are all smiles as they
also have made their pilgrimage of solidarity to Puu
Huluhulu. If Hawaii has a
hopeful future it is here, it
is aloha aina, the love of the
land, the love of the people.
By now you have read
the newspapers, and seen
on social media the amazing miracles that transpired
that day at Puu Huluhulu,
and the summit of Mauna
Kea. These miracles are not
magic, they are not conjured
up to create performance enhancing oratory. They are the
miracles of love from deep
within the hearts of people
themselves, our neighbors,
the kamaaina & malihini,
locals and newcomers alike.
A sacred love binds us all to
the sacred Mauna A Wakea,
Mauna Kea.
I wish to dedicate this
November Article to my
Kumu Hula, friend and
mentor, Kumu Hula Wayne
Kahoonei Panoke. I loved
this man. Studied in halau
with him from 1979. He
and I agreed to disagree on

many things but we never
disagreed about the miracles
that we saw and experienced.
Go on google and pull up his
name, you to will be amazed
at the miracles surrounding
his life.
As that day Puu Huluhulu came to a close at
about 3:30 pm the chanting repeated EO WAKEA,
respond skyfather, over and
over again. I felt the presence of my kumu and his
love for me and what I am
doing with the miracles of
my life. He passed at 61 yrs.
So young that I know he
still wanted to do more. My
Kumu embraced his now 61
yr. old student at Puu Huluhulu one more time.
Mahalo for listening,
have a wonderful Thanksgiving, and share your meal with
others!
Be a miracle,
Kumu Hula Paul K.
Neves
P.S. Mai poina, do not
forget! The TMT case is still in
court. It is not a " done deal,
done with a rubber stamp!"
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margaret Caravalho
Manager
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INSPIRATION
What Are You Resisting?

Always Says, Yes!
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standing come at a price as
all things do. The price for
self-knowledge is quiet time
in a room alone.
To know why we resist
what we resist and to make
peace with it is liberating.
We can decide to always resist whatever it is or stop and
face it and deal with it. It
really doesn’t matter what
the outcome is. What mat-

BY Rev. Norma Menzies

I

t is said that what we
resist, persists.
What are you resisting in your life?
Sometimes it takes a bit of a
vacation from the daily routines of our lives to actually
take stock of our lives.
To understand and look
at what we might be resisting takes some courage and
some desire to know ourselves better.
The French philosopher,
Blaise Pascal (6/19/1623 –
8/19/1662) is quoted as saying:
“All men’s miseries derive from not being able to
sit in a quiet room alone.”
To sit easily and without
the need to satisfy some inner urge or urges and just
contemplate one’s precious
life, is a very big step in enjoying fully the experiences
one has.
When we are constantly
running away from the pres-

Legend of the
HULA MOOSE

Keiki Book
for all Ages
Autographed by Local Author
Basically Books,
Kona Stories,
Giggles,
Foodland,
KTA
Hawi Gallery,
Paradise Postal,
Nakahara Store,
Parker Ranch Store,
Waimea General Store,
Waipi‘o Valley Artworks,
www.legendofthehulamoose.com

ent moment due to some
inner unfulfilled desire or
desires, we lessen the joy we
could have by understanding ourselves better.
When thinking about
what you might be resisting
in your life, take some time
to write down the issue you
are resisting and the reasons
why. To clarify one’s thinking and one’s motives is necessary for a balanced and
happy life.
There are so very many
distractions that take away
the opportunity for selfexamination.
You must
make the time and see the
advantages to doing so. You
are all you have in eternity.
You are always going to be
with yourself. To make your
own sweet self your very best
friend, will keep you centered and happy and a joy to
yourself and others.

Most of our problems
in life stem from our negative and usually erroneous
thoughts about ourselves.
What goes on in our heads is
what is determining our life
experiences.
All of the wonderful
distractions that are in the
world today are here to force
us to make space for what is
truly important. When you
realize that all your chasing
after distractions from yourself only brings more confusion and less happiness, you
will stop.
So, as November is with
us and this is a month of being especially grateful for
our blessings and a time to
celebrate with loved ones
and friends, it is a good time
to take time to do some introspection and planning for
a more beautiful life experience. Wisdom and under-
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Nedra Goedert
nedra@manakaihawaii.com
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Vintage Aloha Wear
Plantation Antiques
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Old Postcards

ters is that we realize that we
are resisting something and
then we make the choice of
dealing with it or not. That
is the freeing moment when
we look and decide.
Blessing to you and
yours this beautiful month
and may you find the time to
look at who you are and decide to accept yourself fully,
warts, beauty marks and all!

Artwork questions contact:
Pat Klopich
1.206.938.1668

82 Keaa Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
Phone / Fax: 934-9858

email: bimedtec@gmail.com
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New
Perspectives
BY Dolly Mae

T

he energies of October put us in
touch with our
old
unfinished
stuff. We had a grand opportunity to revisit old situations that showed up front
and center on our plates. We
were being offered an opportunity to see those situations
from a new aspect.
This is an understatement about what many experienced in these last couple of
months.
We are revisiting old
stuff that clearly isn’t finished yet, even if we thought
it was. I kept wondering what
the point was and I soon discovered many were in similar
old business visits. Why?
One of the hallmarks of
our further movement into
the 5th Dimension (5D) is
perception. We get to see
things in the universal hologram from a new perspective. This may look like we’re
repeating old bits and pieces
of our lives but it’s with new
knowledge and awareness
and with different perceptions. It doesn’t mean we’ll
necessarily do it well, but
we’ll do it differently and
certainly more consciously
and eventually learn something about ourselves.
One of my greatest tools
when dealing with drama
is not to repeat the story
line more than three times.
When you tell a story more
than three times, it owns
you. You lock in the aspects
of the experience in such a
way that it becomes difficult
to extricate yourself. It is so
easy then to play a victim
role.
Our journey becomes
one of relating differently to
the experience. I’m not saying it’s easy. I would hear
others’ stories and know that
in comparison mine was easier. But crisis is crisis and the

pain of a joyful childbirth,
for example, is not lessened
by the knowledge it is a wondrous thing; it’s still extreme
pain.
Another way to handle
drama is these triangles. For
over 20 years I have worked
with and taught Triadic
Creation: these two triangles
showing how we create either from Love or Fear.

Most people either can’t
Give to themselves or Receive or Accept an issue, a
thing or a feeling and fall
onto the Victim point in
the lower Fear triangle. Of
course we can play all three
roles in each triangle simultaneously.
The
universe
has
changed. We’ve moved into
the 5th Dimension and I
have now added a third Triangle.
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IMAGINATION
In the first 2 triangles
we see the duality of 3D
with the either/or of Love or
Fear.
In the third triangle we
see the 5D Triality of Beingness. 5D is all about unity,
wholeness, inclusiveness and
things without opposites. In
5D opposition is resolved
into wholeness.
Hence we move beyond
either/or into a variety of
possibilities/perceptions.
There can be no non-Being.
Forms can change. Beingness does not.
5D means moving out
of Duality into Triality. We
move forward by taking
these baby steps in our understanding:
First we think something is done To Me
Then we realize the universe is rearranging itself doing things For Me
Then we glimpse our
oneness with the universe
and see things are done By
Me
Then we embrace wholeness and unity with all that
is, and know the doer Is Me
So I applied these concepts to revisiting old business.
I cannot be a victim.
Nothing was done to me.
I am an aspect of the
Holographic Universe that is
already at one with all that
Is.
I am whole. I am creator.
I am originator. I have done
all this in order to grow.
No one did anything
TO me; it is all Me; I am the
true author of all that occurs
in my universe.
I have been offered a gift
(by myself) and choose to
accept the growth within it.
I may not always understand the gift, the why, the
subtleties; but if I know it is
all in my highest interest and
in my soul’s growth and that
on some level, somewhere
my highest self has created
this and helped rearrange

the universe just for me, I
can begin to glimpse the
perfection.
I can align right now
with knowing there is a
jewel within and accept the
gift of understanding it all at
some future time.
In the first two triangles, the point is upward.
Also the triangles are red in
color. Historically, in Alchemy, that means Masculine
and Fire.
In the third triangle, the
point is down. The triangle
is blue.
Alchemically
that
means Feminine and Water.
We are accessing a return to Feminine energy

dominance with 5D. That
means more intuition, open
heartedness, allowance, acceptance, receptivity and
emotional availability.
We get to feel more instead of staying in our heads
thinking. All these things
embrace rather than exclude
and involve the heart.
For now it is enough to
know I am on the path. All
the rest will unfold.
For more information on
the triangles, my book “Choosing Joy in the Midst of Crisis”
explains in detail and shows
concrete steps to move out of
the Victimhood triangle into
the Love triangle. More at
www.dollymae.com .

BASICALLY BOOKS
More than a bookstore...
a gathering of things Hawaiian
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160 Kamehameha Avenue ~ Downtown Hilo ~ 961-0144

East Hawaii Veterinary Center LLC

Maika‘iAlfred
Veterinary
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William San Filippo, DVM
Alfred J. Mina, DVM
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Ph: 808.959.2273
Fax: 808.959.2098
easthawaiivet@aol.com
www.easthawaiivet.com
Prince Kuhio Plaza
111 East Puainako St., Suite A-109
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
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Kohala 'Aina Festival
AGICAL AWAII
Unites Island
Islets Among The Islands Farmers and Youth
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© BY Serge Kahili King 2014

here are eight
major islands in
the
Hawaiian
chain: Hawaii,
Maui, Kaho’olawe, Lanai,
Molokai, Oahu, Kauai and
Ni’ihau. This is common
knowledge. What is far less
well known is that most of
these islands have little islets
of their coasts. Only Hawaii
Island, also known as Big Island, Kaho’olawe and Lanai
do not have any.
A lot of these islands
are wildlife and botanical
sanctuaries. A few are associated with ancient legends.
Some of them are called
islands, some islets, some
rocks. Most of them are very
small, but all qualify as islets. The word moku as part
of the name of many means
“island” in Hawaiian. Let’s
take a short tour of them,
noting that some very small
ones may have been missed
and not all of the others will
be named.
Maui has eight of them.
Molokini, the most well
known, is a crescent-shaped
volcanic cone islet sitting
between Makena Beach on
Maui and Kaho’olawe Island. It’s a great place for
fishing and diving. In legend
it is the remains of a beautiful woman who was a rival of
the volcano goddess Pele for
the affections of a handsome
chief. Pele won the chief,
naturally, and turned the
lovely Molokini into stone.
The others are Waiakapuhi
and Ahole Rock off the
southeastern shore; Mokupipi, Mokumana, Keopuka
Rock and Moku o Kau off
the northeastern shore; and
the seabird sanctuary of
Moke’ehia off the northwestern shore.
Molokai has six or so
islets. Kanaha Rock and

Mokuho’oniki off the eastern point; and the Rocks of
Kana, Okala, Mokapu and
Huelo to rhe right of the
Kalaupapa Peninsula in the
north. The Rocks of Kana
are the remains of a magical cliff that the demigod
Kana kicked down when he
defeated the monster chief
Kape’epe’ekauila.
Mokapu is home to seabirds and rats, which are being eradicated because they
are ruining the ecology of
the islet. Huelo has the last
coastal forest of the endangered loulu palm.
Oahu has more islets than any other major island, over twenty of
them, in fact. The largest is
Kamoku’akulikuli, better
known as Sand Island, just
outside of Honolulu Harbor. In the 1800s it was used
for quarantining ships suspected of carrying diseases.
During World War II it was
an internment camp. Now it
houses industries and stores
and is being considered for
housing the homeless.
Manana, or Rabbit
Island, is off the coast of
Waimanalo. It was named
after the rabbits raised there
before they were removed to
protect the ecology. Mokoli’i
at the north end of Kaneohe
Bay, better known as Chinaman’s Hat, is formed from

the bones of a giant dragon
killed by Pele’s sister Hi’iaka
on here way to Kauai.
A little further north
near La’ie are four islets,
Moku’auia (called Goat Island), Kihewamoku, and
two others that are the remains of another giant
dragon killed by the demigods Niheu and Kana.
Back around to the south is
Moku’ume’ume, or Ford Island, site of ancient fertility
rituals and now of the Arizona Memorial.
Makapili Rock and
Moku’ae’ae are just offshore
from Kilauea on Kauai.
The latter is a wildlife sancturary protecting seabirds,
the monk seal, and an endangered indigenous plant
called alula that looks like
a cabbage sitting on top of a
fat gray carrot.
Ni’ihau has two islets.
Lehua, off the north shore, is
a popular fishing and diving
site. Ka’ula, well off the south
shore, is the place where the
legendary chief Moikeha
sailed to win a quest and the
hands of the two daughters
of the Kauai chief Puna.
For more writings by
Serge Kahili King visit www.
huna.org.

YEN'S CAFE
Friendly &Affordable

Chinese &
Vietnamese
Lunch and Dinner

M-F 10:30 AM to 8 PM
Sat. 11:00 AM to 8 PM
235 Waianuenue Ave.
Hilo

933-2808
Dine In or Take Out

Educates Community on
Issues of Food Security

HIP Agriculture instructor Nicholas Logan leads a school group
as part of the Ha Ike Pono field trip program.
Photo credit: Ally Tinnin

I

t is clear by the analysis of many leading
experts around the
globe that industrial
civilization has some major
challenges to address in the
coming years. According to
Professor John Beddington,
UK's former chief scientific
advisor, civilization will be
facing the perfect storm
of food, energy, and water
shortages, precipitated by
climate change, by the year
2030. As an island community, we need to consider
how we will respond to the
changes of climate chaos
and peak oil.
Many of the challenges
we currently face are a result
of a broken global agriculture system. In these last
decades, we have seen the
world's largest grain harvest,
with most impressive per
acre yields, but at the loss of
our topsoil, biodiversity and
forests. How can we sustain
global food production if it
is leaving deserts in its wake?
Hawai'i is all too familiar
with land degradation in the
name of progress, imperialism and global corporate
control. From deforestation of the mountains during monarchy; to the loss of
topsoil by industrial mono-

culture of sugar, pineapple,
papaya; to the militarization
of the Mauna and big agriculture's control and manipulation of our local and
state government; Hawai'i
is a microcosm of humans'
global environmental, food,
and health crisis. With the
local damage of our ecosystems, some experts show
that our native forests are
producing 50% less water
than they did 100 years ago.
If we destroy the very ecosystems that sustain all life
on the planet how will we
continue to live as a species?
Many civilizations have collapsed due to lack of ability
to adapt quickly enough to
change, according to Professor Jared Diamond, author
of 'Guns Germs and Steel',
and 'Collapse'.
These challenges provide an unique opportunity
for collaboration and innovation, and many on the Big
Island are at the forefront
of this movement. The Kohala district is emerging as
a leader in the development
of a localized food economy
with organizations like the
Hawai'i Institute of Pacific
Agriculture, Kohala Village
HUB, Kohala Institute, Eat
Continued on page 8
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Kohala 'Aina Festival

Continued from page 7
locally Grown Campaign,
Kohala Center and more
taking on the challenge. As a
community, there is a shared
vision of small, sustainable
family farms, with healthy
children, feeding into a vibrant localized economy and
nourishing our island with
healthy fresh food that has
not been contaminated with
poisons.
The Hawai'i Institute of
Pacific Agriculture (HIP Agriculture), located in North
Kohala, is working to create
a hands on solution to our
global crisis at the local level.
Since it’s inception 3 years
ago, HIP Agriculture has
developed a variety of programs to foster the life skills
needed to create a sustainable world. In addition to its
Permaculture internships for
older students and continuing support for school gardens, HIP Agriculture has
been working with North
Kohala and other island
schools to teach our keiki
and families how to live in
health and harmony on our
planet – utilizing both ancient knowledge and modern practices to overcome the
damage caused by the Industrial Age. HIP Agriculture
teaches practical skills for
farming, gardening, animal
husbandry, and soil and water conservation, as well as
encouraging the new mindset required to thrive in our
changing world. Dashiell
Kuhr, HIP Agriculture’s Director, describes their mission as fostering “conscious
agriculture.”
HIP Agriculture’s Ha
Ike Pono field trip program teaches sustainability
through place-based learning at its diverse 2-acre Polynesian garden located on
the ‘Iole ahupua'a. In the
first full year of operation
last year, over 600 students
participated. The field trip
program serves students
ages K-12 in public, private,
homeschooled classes and
summer programs, including Kohala Elementary, Ho-

nokaa Elementary, Honokaa Middle, HPA Middle,
Kamehameha Schools, and
Kanu O Ka Aina.
To fund their work
with island youth, HIP Agriculture hosts the annual
Kohala ‘Āina Festival. The
‘Āina Festival marks the
beginning of the makahiki
season with a celebration of
local harvest, young farmers, and the growing movement for food sovereignty.
This year’s festival will be
held on November 8th, and
is much expanded from previous years, featuring a line
up of international and local musicians, educational
workshops, a 100% locally
grown Hawai'ian style feast,
and a keiki tent with ageappropriate workshops, fun,
and interactive activities for
all ages.
One of the central features of this year's festival
will be a Permaculture Convergence, aimed at catalyzing sustainability islandwide. The convergence will
feature rotating workshops
by island experts in Soil
Fertility, Beekeeping, Seed
Saving, Community Design, Plant Medicine and
Hawai'ian Culture, with additional informational tents
to visit throughout the day.
HIP Agriculture will also be
introducing the first annual
Young Farmers Forum, an
event that will bring together delegates from each high
school on the island with
working farmers to explore
sustainable agriculture as an
economically viable career
path.
To celebrate the abundance available here to us on
the island, HIP Agriculture
is preparing to feed an astounding 1,000 people from
the land with a 100% locally
sourced menu – perhaps the
largest feast from entirely
local food in North Kohala
since the days of King Kamehameha. This traditional
Hawai'ian feast will feature
the talents of several wellContinued on page 16
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A Thanksgiving Gift

I

t is that time of year
when we often reflect
upon the year gone by,
and think about the
people who have touched our
lives. Let us reach out during
the closing of this year and
show our appreciation with a
loving act of kindness.
We can give ourselves
the gift of gratitude every
day. Breathe gratitude into
every cell in your body and
thank each body part for
helping your daily journey.
Begin by placing your focus at your head and gently
move your attention down
into your jaw, neck, shoulders, heart, and continue
your breathing focus, until
you reach the feet. Take a
few moments upon completion and notice the difference in your body. How do
you feel? If you have a few
extra moments, do the same
process for a friend or situation, that may need some extra support. Utilize the power of your breath every day,
and release any stray energy
or thoughts that are harmful
to you or a loved one.
Gratitude opens our
heart’s and helps to dispel
the unfortunate situations
we have encountered. The
next time you feel down and
out, reflect upon the people
and situations that you are
thankful for, and practice
gratitude until you feel better. As John F. Kennedy once
said, “As we express our gratitude, we must never forget
that the highest appreciation
is not to utter words, but to
live by them.” Give a loving
act of kindness this Thanksgiving and share the following exercise with a loved one,
or even better, someone who
challenges you.
Foot Wash Exercise
Recognize the Divine
in each other and share an

BY Kellyna Campbell

act of service. Give a blessing of your time and love
with one another. As an exercise in humility, humble
yourself through the service
work of washing someone’s
feet. Take a few moments
to think about the people in
your life. Who would most
benefit from this act of service? Picture yourself at the
feet of someone you love.
Whom do you see sitting
before you? If it is physically
possible, find the time to be
with this person and share
this act of service.
Find a comfortable quiet place, to share your foot
wash. Fill a dish pan with
warm water and add some
Hawaiian salt and/or Epsom
salt to the tub. Mix the salt
until it dissolves in the water.
Make sure you have a couple
of hand towels, and one bath
towel for drying the feet.
Once you have determined who you want to
receive your gift of loving
presence, think about that
person. What is it about this
individual, that makes him/
her unique. What do you appreciate most about this person? Take a few moments to
sit quiet as you reflect upon
her life. Ask what she needs
most in her life, right now.
Does she need to feel more
love? Is she feeling unappreciated? Stressed out? Whatever you determine her need
to be, hold it in your heart.

Breathe peace, love, and
appreciation into your body.
Once you are filled with this
essence, share your loving
touch with your recipient.
With every stoke that you
make, move this energy into
her body as you softly suggest to her to let go and relax. Visualize the stress and
discomfort moving out of
the body, into the water, and
see her filling up with your
loving presence.
As you do this service,
be in silence, open your
heart and let the love flow
from your heart through
your hands into the feet of
the one you are touching. As
you continue to bathe and
massage the foot, one at a
time, fill your recipient with
loving presence. Continue
with this exercise until you
feel complete. When you
have completed the wash,
dry his/her feet one at a
time, and bow in silence to
this person. Take a few moments to reflect upon your
experience. Thank yourself
for sharing this loving act of
service and always remember
the gift that you are. Happy
Thanksgiving and may your
day and closing of this year
be filled with much appreciation and gratitude.
Kellyna is a licensed minister and healer. For more information please go to www.
livelove2day.com.
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Discovering Yourself

“We are all faced with a series of great opportunities brilliantly disguised as impossible situations.”
~Charles R. Swindoll

BY Anita Stith Cawley

NATURAL PERSPECTIVE
BY Marcel Hernandez, N.D.

Miracle Water

I

n 1924, a physician named Otto
H.Warburg found that
cancer cells get their
energy to grow by breaking
down glucose (sugar) in the
absence of oxygen. Healthy
cells, on the other hand,
generate reproductive energy by using oxygen. Dr.
Warburg hypothesized that
although cancer has numerous secondary causes, the
main cause of cancer was anaerobic sugar fermentation.
His findings moved future
researchers to develop the
ketogenic diet, which starves
the cancer cells of sugar, and
hyperbaric oxygen chambers, which seek to infuse
the tissues with oxygen.
Always on the lookout
for ways to effectively get
oxygen into the body, Dr.
Connie and I went to Budapest, Hungary, last month
with the sole intention of researching something called
Kaqun water.
Kaqun water had been
touted as a unique development in water chemistry that
effectively delivers oxygen
to tissues by both drinking
it and bathing in it. In the
past, oxygen infused water
was extremely unstable, releasing the O2 content rapidly before it could have any
therapeutic effect.
Kaqun is different.
Kaqun maintains the oxygen in the liquid and concentrates the oxygen into
groups called "clusters.”
These clusters allow direct penetration through
the skin and intestinal tract,
permeating the interstitial
fluids and connective tissue and thereby delivering
higher levels of oxygen to the
cells than have been possible

before.
We met with Dr. Robert Lyons, the developer of
Kaqun water in his clinic
outside of Budapest and
were treated to 90 minutes
of slide show and biochemistry. The slideshow showed
before and after healing of
tumors in patients treated by
Dr. Lyons with Kaqun. He
also shared with us that his
daughter, diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer four years
ago, was still alive and enjoying life, thanks to the benefits of Kaqun water. The
average life expectancy of a
person diagnosed with pancreatic cancer is less than six
months.
Kaqun water was born
as a result of Dr. Lyons’ research work of twenty years.
It has since undergone more
than ten years of clinical and
laboratory studies carried
out on both healthy volunteers and those with health
challenges.
His process is secret, but
he did let on that the water
used to produce Kaqun must
be softened because minerals prevent oxygen cluster
formation. Dr. Lyons emphasized that there are no
chemicals or toxic materials
used in the production of
the water, and the oxygen is
derived from the water itself,
not from an outside source.

Results from the studies
show Kaqun’s efficacy in all
types of cancer, increasing
natural killer cells and reducing tumor mass through
a variety of other mechanisms.
New studies show that
Kaqun also improves cognitive function in the elderly,
reduces inflammation, promotes cellular regeneration,
reduces allergic symptoms
and enhances the immune
system.
Studies show that 1.5 liters of Kaqun water must be
consumed every day to have
a beneficial effect. Because
the Kaqun production process is secret, the water must
be imported from Hungary
in 1.5 liter bottles.
Dr. Lyons assured us
that the special bottles he
uses are safe and do not leak
toxins or BPA, a hormone
disrupting chemical that is
linked to autism, birth defects, reproductive problems
and other health issues.
You can read the studies and find out more about
Kaqun water here: http://
www.kaqun.eu

A

re you sensitive,
prone to feeling
resentment, rejection, disapproval,
or disappointment? Then
you’re taking things personally, and you know how
much it hurts.
It’s one of the human
experiences that cuts deep,
and we often have trouble
finding our way out.
I used to feel personally offended if someone was
late or he didn’t call or the
feedback I got was less than
stellar.
At times, it seemed like
everywhere I turned, someone was trying hurt my feelings. And, although I didn’t
know it, I was a willing participant.
Nothing Sticks
There is so much freedom in realizing that you
don’t have to take things
personally.
You are lighter, free of
the hooks and edges that
cause you to feel put down
or slighted. You feel open,
generous, and compassionate – ways of being that are
just not available to you if
you are caught in taking
things personally.
You live as the free-flow
of life where nothing sticks.
An event happens, someone
says something to you or
about you, and here you are
– not attaching to any reaction, stable, fully allowing,
not resisting anything.
But how to make this
shift?
Welcome Your Reactions

The first key that unlocks the door to freedom
from taking it personally is
to bring your focus to your
own reactions.
What someone else says
is about them, and how you
react is about you.
So focus on something
you can do something about,
which is your own reactions.
If you feed the story,
wallow in feeling bad, or
run mental loops about
what should and shouldn’t
happen, you will stay stuck,
guaranteed.
These reactions play out
over and over, while you are
asleep on automatic rather
than being awake to what is
happening within you.
If, instead, you step back
and take the perspective of
awareness, you notice something very simple: thoughts
in your mind and feelings in
your body.
You might call it disappointment or rejection, but
what is absolutely true in
your direct experience is that
some thoughts and feelings
have appeared.
And these may be very
familiar to you.
Why You Take Things Personally
For most of us, these
painful feelings date back
to childhood. When we are
young, events happen that
bring about emotional reactions in us.
If you didn’t have the
means to experience the feelings and let them go, they
Continued on page 13
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loha mai kakou.
I’m Leslie Wilcox.
In addition to her
regular
Ocean
Watch column in the Honolulu Star Advertiser, Susan
Scott has written seven books
about Hawaii’s wildlife, including publications about
plants and animals that live
in the ocean as well as on
land. Yet, having grown up
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Susan Scott knew very little about Hawaii when she
and her husband, Dr. Craig
Thomas, decided to move
here in 1983.
What was it like for you,
your childhood? How would
you characterize it?
My childhood was very
loving and happy. We had
a big extended family until
my mom remarried. And
she married a man who was
not very enamored with
children or really comfortable around children. And I
was the oldest, so we didn’t
get along that well. He was
pretty strict with manners,
and all kinds of things that
I hadn’t really ever heard of
before. [CHUCKLE] So, we
had a hard time of it. They
were heavy drinkers. Everybody in my family drank.
All four grandparents, all my
aunts and uncles; everybody.
It was a drinking culture. It
is a German-Scandinavian
community, and drinking
was an enormous part of the
culture. I didn’t know people didn’t live like that until
I left home. I just decided
pretty much when I was fifteen that I was not gonna
have children, and that I was
gonna have a different life.
At fifteen?
At fifteen.
What did they encourage you to do with your life?
They encouraged me to
be part of the extended family, and work in factories,
and stay there. And I think
the vision was that we would
all stick together and do the
same thing. But whatever it
is, I don’t know what happens, but I think some kids
just grow up with the travel
bug, an adventure bug. And
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Leslie Wilcox Talks
with Susan Scott
that was me, and I really,
really wanted to do that a
lot. And everyone thought I
was crazy. They didn’t get it.
They still don’t get it.
I left home when I was
eighteen, and the first time
in my life I heard a foreign
language. I heard a migrant worker in Milwaukee
who had been through our
county to pick cherries, and
he asked me a question in
Spanish. I remember it vividly. I was dumbfounded. I
could not believe how beautiful this language sounded.
And so, he was lost, and in a
little trouble, so I took him
home where I lived, in a
little commune kinda thing
with some other hippie kids,
and we found someone who
spoke Spanish, and on the
phone, and he said what he
was looking for, a bus station
and a place to sleep for the
night. But it was this enormous thing. I’d never heard
Spanish, I never heard any
other language, really.
It was all Caucasian
people in your small town,
too.
Yeah; yeah. And I’d
never seen Black people, or
Asians, or anyone. And so,
just leaving was just a really wonderful thing for me.
And you know, I certainly
had ups and downs as an
adolescent and as a hippie,
kinda wandering around,
wondering what to do.
‘Cause I didn’t go to nursing
school until after that. And
then, that’s when I decided
if I went to nursing and got
an RN, I could go back to
Europe and maybe live and
work in Ireland. When I
met Craig, uh, which was in
1980, it was the end of that
whole hippie thing, and he

was really instrumental in
helping me stop doing drugs
and alcohol, and smoking,
and all of those things.
How did you meet?
I met Craig in the hospital. He was an intern, and it
was his first week there, and
it was my last week there.
And where was this?
In Denver. He had gotten a residency there, and I
had gone to nursing school
in Denver. And so, we had
just met just barely as we
were both off going to do
different things. I was going
back to school to do something else.
You had decided not to
be a nurse.
Right; I decided not to
be a nurse.
Why not?
I think it was too indoors for me. I think I really
had an adventure outdoor
travel bug.
And it’s kind of hard,
isn’t it? I mean, devote years
to this training and this education, and you did it for a
good reason, then you decide
it doesn’t work for you?
Well, it was only two
years.
Still, two years.
It was an associate degree. Yeah, it was two years.
I didn’t feel that I could do
it. I’m not sure why, exactly.
I worked in seven different
departments in seven years.
I was a nurse for seven years.
And I finally thought, I
don’t think moving around
the departments is gonna do
it for me.
And even though it helps
with my travel bug, you decided, No, try something
else.
Yeah. It just didn’t work
for me. And I did my pre-

med courses after that, at
the University of Colorado.
And then, Craig finished
his residency and really, really wanted to come to Hawaii and rest, and have some
time off before he started
working. And so, we came
to Hawaii in 1983 just for
the summer. And that was
it; we’ve never, never even
considered living anywhere
else. But we always said if
there’s another place we
find—‘cause he likes to travel, obviously, too. If we find
a place better, we’ll go there.
And we still say that, but you
know, the places that we’re
going now are wonderful,
and I really enjoy the South
Pacific and the other islands,
and Mexico, and the places
that I’ve been sailing these
last few years., but I would
never leave Hawaii.
What was it about Hawaii that made you know,
We’re gonna stay here, we’re
putting down roots?
Well, part of it is, I feel
really at home here. I think
the culture is American,
and there’s a lot of wonderful things about America
that I really like. But I also
think that the multicultural
part of Hawaii really spoke
to me. Well, I went to Chinese New Year and had a
fantastic time. We just loved
it so much. You know, we

watched the lion dances and
the dragon dance, and we
had Chicago hotdogs. And
all this different ethnic mix
is really, really fun, and I appreciate that all the time. I
like the mix here. And I feel
like I’m always kinda traveling while I’m here at home
and meeting people from
different places. So, it really
works for me.
The multi-ethnic cultures and people may have
been Susan Scott’s initial
reasons for wanting to stay
in Hawaii, but there was
something else here that she
hadn’t discovered yet, something she probably would
never have guessed would
become her life’s passion.
When you came here,
you enrolled at UH Manoa.
I enrolled at UH Manoa
because I was so afraid of the
ocean. And Craig and I both
really liked Hawaii and the
cultural part of Hawaii, and
we loved Oahu.
You were afraid of the
ocean?
I was afraid of the ocean.
Well, I grew up in Wisconsin and went to school in
Denver. I had barely seen
the ocean. So, I didn’t know
what a tide was. And when
people said the surf was up
on the North Shore, I didn’t
know. I remember thinking,
Up where?
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What does that mean?
[CHUCKLE] So, it was interesting to go to school, and
thinking I would just take a
couple of courses. And I had
just come off the really hard
pre-med schedule, which I’d
finished, and so, it was really
fun. And I had all these different people from all over
the world at school. My lab
partner was from Singapore,
and I met a lot of local people who made fun of some of
the things I said, and about
the ocean, and they thought
that it was just crazy that I
thought, wana, for instance,
was really a cool interesting
thing. ‘Cause I had thought
that sea urchins were plants.
[CHUCKLE]
I had no idea. So, the
more I learned, the more interested in got, and I finally
ended up with a degree in
biology and a certificate in
marine journalism from the
Marine Option Program.
So, I’m a very proud graduate of MOP.
Well, what is your job?
I’m a freelance writer.
And so, I’ve contracted with
the Star Advertiser, the Star
Bulletin for many years, to
do a weekly column. And
one of the things the editors were interested in the
beginning was that I would
have the science point of
view from the animals. So,
I could write about the marine animals and marine science in a way that reporters

probably wouldn’t. And so,
those were sort of my sample
columns, and the editor who
hired me said, Well, let’s just
try this for a while and see
how it goes. And that’s the
only contract I ever had.
And as the Star Bulletin
dissolved, here you are with
the Star Advertiser.
Star Advertiser; right.
You continued along
with them.
Well, I was lucky. I
made the cut.
You did.
Yeah; I was very lucky.
From being afraid of the
ocean to essentially spending
your life around it.
Right; exactly.
In it, on it, around it.
Yeah. I think part of the
feedback I get for my column and my books is that
the sense of wonder is still in
the writing. And I feel that;
that’s very genuine.
And the curiosity is the
case there too.
To me, I feel like I’m
in a movie sometimes; just
even walking on the beach,
I don’t have to get in the water. And I feel so lucky that
I not only got to study and
learn the science part of marine biology, but that I get to
live it. You know.
Well, I love your column. And you know, I think
so many people read it and
say, Ah, I always wondered
about that. In fact, I was
gonna tell you that there was
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this period, I think it was
a month; it was one June, I
can’t remember which June,
but I remember thinking,
Everything you’re writing
about this month, every
week I open it up, and it’s
something I really, really
wanted to know.
Oh, that’s great. Oh,
I’m glad to hear that. Yeah;
I get really good feedback
from the column, and it really keeps me going, keeps
me interested. I think I’ll be
a little old lady going into
the newspaper, still writing
about my experience with
the ocean. But it is a lot of fun.
A lot of it is based on
observation. You see something, and you wonder
about it.
Right.
You do the research, and
then you talk with people.
Well, and I have lots and
lots of really interested readers, like you, who write me
notes and say—
Yeah; what is this?
I found this, can I send
you a picture? Or, Have you
ever heard of this? And uh,
I just feel really lucky that I
have so many readers now.
And I have readers in Australia, now that it’s online,
the newspaper’s online. I got
an email from Switzerland
last week, and another from
Malta.
And there are infinite
things to learn about the
ocean. It covers, what, threequarters of the Earth’s surface. You’ve got a lot of material forever.
I’ll never run out of material. Yeah.
Tell me about some of the
columns that have resonated
most with your readers.
Well, I think that sailing columns resonate the
most. And it’s interesting,
‘cause I worry the most
about those being boring to
people. Probably because I
feel like the column should
be about discovering marine animals, and I think

Susan Scott
the thing I like writing best
about is, what you said, finding something and wondering how it works, and then
discovering, like, Oh, my
gosh, this nudibranch has
its own little garden on its
back. Which we have right
off on the North Shore, we
have a bunch of these. And
so, if I’m writing about sailing, it feels more like a little
bit of a travel log. Like, I did
this, and then I did this, and
then I did this. And I think,
I’m probably driving people
crazy. It’s like, Oh, big deal.
What’s the latest new
thing you’ve learned?
Chitons; I’ve never seen
a Hawaii chiton. And so,
when my friends emailed me
that from California and I
looked it up, I looked it up in
the Hawaii books I have and
said, We have those. They
wear a girdle. [CHUCKLE]
This is called a girdle that
goes around. I found a website by Sam Gon, who’s the
Nature Conservancy biologist here, and who I’ve meet
several times, and so, he had
something about chitons,
and trilobites. He calls the
chitons trilobite imposters.
[CHUCKLE] Pretenders,
or something. ‘Cause he gets
emails from people that say
they found a trilobite.
Chiton; so that’s C-H-IT-O-N.
Right. That was all new
for me. I spent two days doing it. So, I don’t earn very
good money, because I spend
so much time writing each
column. But I have really a
lot of fun doing it. And then,
I think if I quit the column,

would I still work so hard at
getting all the little details
and getting it right? And I
don’t know.
Gives you a reason to
give structure to your positive wonder about the world.
Well, it does. It does.
Makes you more alert,
too, I would think.
It does. ‘Cause I’m always thinking, Oh, I’ve gotta write about that.
Right.
Well, then I have to remember what kinda day this
was, or what beach it was, or
was it rocky beach, or sandy.
A lot of my observations are
not actually in the water.
Which is one of the things
a lot of my readers write and
say, I’ve never been in the
ocean, I don’t swim. I love
your columns, because I
can relate to it through your
eyes, but I don’t feel like I
have to actually get in the
ocean to know about these
things. ‘Cause I don’t always
get in the water, either.
And meanwhile, you’ve
been writing books as well.
I’m fascinated by All Stings
Considered. And I know everyone has asked you, I’ve
asked you, when you get
stung by a Portuguese Man
‘O War, which is very common, there’s always someone willing to give you their
home remedy.
That’s right.
But do any of the remedies work, or is it just time
that works?
Well, I had a doctor
friend that used to say, tincture of time was the best
Continued on pg.12
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Continued from pg.11
remedy. And what we say for
almost all jellyfish stings.
Almost all.
The reason so many
things work, and everyone
has so many different remedies is because it’s a self-limiting injury that goes away
by itself anyway. Craig and
I did some studies with the
City and County lifeguards,
and we had a really good
time. We had unmarked
bottles, so it was a blinded
study, so no one knew what
they were putting on. And
then, we had victims of jellyfish stings fill out a questionnaire; spray this on and
tell us on a pain scale how it
was. And so, we had a statistician from City and County
running the numbers, ‘cause
we wanted to make sure we
weren’t making something
worse. And we had meat
tenderizer mixed in a concentrated form in water, and
we had Sting Aid which they
were selling at the time in all
the stores, and fresh water
and sea water.
Sea water was our control. And the statistician
called us, I remember the
day, and said, I think you
might as well stop the study,
‘cause the sea water is so far
ahead of all the others. So,
that told us that it was statistically significant. So, don’t
do anything. Rinse it off
with sea water and go home.
Sea water seems to be an
answer to so many things.
Yeah; it really is.
I always remember a
prominent coach who had a
progressive disorder, and I
asked him what he was doing for it. And he goes, The
ocean is my therapy, and it’s
made me happier than anything could have.
Well, I could say the
same thing. Yeah. There is
something about sea water.
And even walking next to it
works for me. [CHUCKLE]
Yeah.
I don’t have to actually
get in it.
Discovering new wonders about the ocean and
wildlife and writing about
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them has never stopped being exciting and fulfilling
for Susan Scott. Yet, after
doing this for eighteen years,
she came to a point in her
life where she needed to do
something different.
You know every type of
animal you could ever find
in a tide pool.
Yeah; exactly. Well, I’m
still learning. That’s the fun
of it. So, I still really find the
thrill of it and the joy of it.
As your life has gone
along, you’ve actually gotten
more and more, well, immersed in the ocean.
Right. Yeah; I started
sailing. I didn’t know how to
sail before I met Craig, but
uh, in 2005, I sailed to Palmyra. I learned how to sail.
Wait a minute; that’s a
big jump.
Oh.
First, you’re afraid of
the ocean.
Yeah.
And then you’re sailing with Craig, and all of a
sudden you’re sailing to Palmyra?
Well, I had a big midlife
crisis. I had a really, really
hard menopause shift in
hormones, I think. I don’t
know; I felt crazy. And I
think a lot of women have
these hormone times in their
late forties and fifties, and
people do think they’re crazy.
People thought I was crazy. I
felt like I did lose myself. I
thought, I don’t know who
I am or where I’m going,
or what’s happening. I had
been trying to write a novel,
and like most novel writers
in the world, it was rejected,
rejected, rejected. And that’s
normal, but I took that so
hard. I took to my bed and
didn’t get up for days. And
I’m not like that at all. And
so, I had a really miserable
time with it, and that Women’s Health Initiative study
came out that said hormones
are bad for women, so I was
not on hormones. And finally, I said, [CHUCKLE] I’m
going somewhere. My life
feels like it’s over anyway, so
whatever happens, it’s gotta
be better, it doesn’t mat-
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LONG STORY SHORT
ter what I do. So, I learned
how to sail a boat by myself, without Craig, which
was the first time. And a
lot of people said, Well, he
taught you how to sail, or
you learned how to sail with
him. Taking it myself was an
entire different universe, and
making all the decisions was
really different.
Were you a solo sailor
going across the ocean that
way?
I got a job with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service as
a volunteer in Palmyra. They
really needed some help doing a study there, and it
would take four months.
But they didn’t have any
way for me to get there, or a
place for me to live when I
did get there. ‘Cause Palmyra is a pretty remote camp.
And so, I thought, Well, I
have a sailboat. I’ll just go
there. I’ll sail there, and I’ll
live on the boat, and then I’ll
see what happens after that.
How long did it take you
to sail there?
It took me a week to sail
there, with some big catastrophic boat failures, actually. And I sailed with a biologist friend, a young man
who’s still a very dear friend.
And he had never been on
a sailboat before or never
sailed. So, the two of us were
really novices. And we made
it to Palmyra. We managed
to patch the boat together
enough to sail there, and
Craig sent down the parts to
fix it.
What was that failure?
What happened?
The forestay broke.
Which for sailors, if you
know boats, is what holds up
the mast and the sails. And
so, we managed to save the
mast.
It broke in bad weather?
It broke because it was
put together wrong.
Oh!
Here in Honolulu. It
was new. That’s a very big
deal. It’s about as bad as it

gets without getting a hole
in the bottom of the boat
where it’s sinking. But we
did fine. We didn’t know
much then. I know a lot
more now. I think I’d be a
lot more calm now.
All the elements are bigger than yourself, and can
combine against you.
Yes. And I learned too,
that you’re really dependent
on the boat for your life,
but you’re also dependent
on your wits to fix the boat,
because things break all the
time. The most common
conversation among sailors is what big thing broke,
and what did you do. And I
wrote a book about it called,
Call Me Captain, which is a
really big part of my life. I’ve
been writing that for a long
time. And University of Hawaii Press is publishing it.
It’s so hard to write
about yourself, I would
think.
It was very hard. I actually had a wonderful editor
from San Francisco, a really
good editor who’s a professional editor, and she helped
me. And I think the big part

of her, besides being a good
editor is, she didn’t know me
personally. And so, she could
say, I can’t picture this; I
don’t know what were you
feeling. And so, I rewrote
with her over years. And the
UH Press does not usually
publish memoirs.
Oh, congratulations.
So, I feel very lucky. So,
I sailed to Tahiti from Palmyra, and then to Australia.
I really got the bug.
That’s amazing.
I had different friends
help me. I never sailed alone
until I got to Mexico. And in
the Sea of Cortez there’s only
seventy-five miles across,
and so I started sailing alone
there. ‘Cause I thought, Oh,
I’m never gonna be that far
offshore. My big problem
with going offshore alone is,
if something breaks that’s
beyond my strength, I don’t
feel very strong, and as I
age, I feel less strong. I lift
weights, but it doesn’t make
me feel capable. And on the
way to Palmyra, when we
had the big boat failure, I really needed Alex’s strength.
Continued on pg.15
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POTPOURRI
It‘s Just My Opinion
BY Richurd Somers

He Actually
Slowed Down

M

any of you
ride bicycles.
I gave it up
years ago for
several reasons, but primarily because most bicyclists
appear to believe that they
are immune from traffic
laws, and seem to feel as
comfortable running down
a pedestrian as they do running a red light.
Most bicycle accidents
happen when a car is making a left hand turn and
runs into a bicyclist who was
violating a stop sign, a yield
sign, or red light, resulting
in a collision with the car.
Strange as bicyclists
may believe, a bicyclist is required to obey every law that
any motorized vehicle must
obey.
For you bicycle riders,
this is the time to turn the
page. It only gets uglier.
Readers, and I include any
bicyclists who are still reading this, I invite you to tell
me when you last saw a bicyclist stop for anything. Okay,
I actually saw a bicyclist slow

down for a stop sign once.
Sure, I know that cars
do the rolling stop, which is
also against the law.
But a car moving at a
few miles per hour will likely
only suffer some damage.
The bicyclist, under the
same circumstances, will
likely die.
My observation is that
bicyclists believe they are
somewhat indestructible and
are even daring someone to
hit them.
That may be an exaggeration, but I sense it over and
over again as I maneuver my
old “Detroit Iron” around
the streets of this great state.
Off road bicyclists are as
much of a problem as those
who travel our highways and
byways.
I spoke with two sons of
an old friend of mine a few
years ago, who told me that
when they fly down a trail
or gravel road, people better
take cover, or they will run
them down.
However, I have seen
more off road bicyclists than

on road ones try to be courteous, so those two gallnippers (old guy talk for large
mosquitoes) may have been
just two twenty-something
bad boys?
Bicyclists must ride single file unless the bike lane
(or path) is wide enough to
accommodate riding two
abreast. I can’t tell you how
often I see that law violated.
I wish more police officers would give out tickets
to bicyclists who disobey the
law, like they do motorists,
but, for some reason they
seem to ignore this problem.
In any case, by now, you
probably know my attitude
towards bicyclists and will
either agree with me or not.
Send the editor a note if you
agree or disagree. I would be
interested, but that’s just my
opinion.

Happy
Thanksgiving

ONE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION: WHAT IS MANGOSTEEN?
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Discovering Yourself

Continued from page 9

leave an impression in your
body and mind, creating a
sensitivity to reacting the
same way again and again.
Decades later, here you
are, experiencing rejection,
disappointment, and shame
– taking it personally.
Then the spinoff stories
start: I’m not deserving, I’m
inadequate. These experiences congeal into an identity that keeps you frozen
and limited.
You have developed a filter through which you view
the world.
Question Who You Are
But what exactly is this
identity? It seems so real, but
when you shine the spotlight
of your attention on your
direct experience, all you
notice are thoughts and feelings. That is all.
There is no “you,” no
identity of one who has been
rejected or disappointed.
Only thoughts and feelings
floating through awareness.
And if you don’t attach
your attention to them, if
you don’t engage and make
them important and tell
stories about them, they disappear, creating no disturbance whatsoever.
You no longer take them
personally because there is
no personal thing called you.
You realize you don’t
have to make a big deal over
something that isn’t real
anyway.

Here is the possibility:
to stay as the sky and let
the dark clouds of difficult
thoughts and feelings move
through.
They are nothing more
than insubstantial wisps of
energy that appear and disappear.
Persistence and Kindness
It takes time to erode
these attachments that feel
so real, so be very kind to
yourself.
When you notice that
you are taking something
personally, step off the habit
wheel.
Pause and take a breath.
You’re halfway there already.
Know
that
these
thoughts and feelings are
not important and don’t define you.
Stay as the sky, clear,
open, and undisturbed.
When you discover that
it’s not personal, you walk
through the doorway to the
deepest peace beyond imagination.
Yoga classes at Honokaa
Buddhist Temple on Monday
8:30 am & Wednesday 5:15 pm.
Enjoy private yoga and
massage by appointment. Call
775-1614 for Anita.
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It originated in S.E. Asia and was introduced to grow in Hawaii beginning
on Kauai in 1864. It is rated the Number One finest tasting exotic
tropical fruit in the world and is the most expensive.

MANGOSTEEN TREE SALE
Certified Grown 5 Year Old Trees

Quantity Discounts for Orchards

At A Price Way Below Retail

We ship 2nd Day Air anywhere

Now only $55 each

Meet in Waimea or Hilo for delivery

www.mangosteengrower.com • Call 775-0033 for Appointment

Phoebe, the cat, says, "Come and see
all the new items and gifts we have to
offer you!"And we THANK YOU for
shopping "small businesses locally."

885-4479

Open Every Day

LOOK FOR THE NENE SIGN AT PARKER SQUARE | KAMUELA, HAWAII
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Hawai’i’s Dog Whisperer
BY Carl Oguss

DOG STORY
Thanksgiving Celebration
Giving Thanks for Dogs!

C

ome
celebrate
our love for our
wonderful canine friends and
family members on Sunday,
Nov. 23rd at Queen Liliuokalani Park on beautiful
Banyan Drive in Hilo!
Our dogs give us so
much love and affection
every day of the year, and
countless working dogs protect our health and safety
behind the scenes. They all
deserve a special day once a
year when we come together
as dog-person families and
share the love.
Every Sunday for over
four years, Carl Oguss of the
East Hawaii Dog Psychology
Center has been sharing the
love by offering free training
and socialization sessions for
dogs and their people from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m..
These on-going sessions
offer pack walks, answers to
questions, hands-on individual training, group swims,
and a mini-lecture on dog
psychology.
These weekly sessions,
and the treats and training
tools provided, are always
free to the dog loving public.
On Nov. 23rd during
this "thanks-giving" gathering, we want to celebrate our
shared love of our wonderful
dogs, by setting aside this
special day to give thanks
to our dogs by doing things
that they will love and benefit from:
1. Learning something
new about dogs to make our
lives together better through
improved communication
and understanding of our
dog's minds. Learn to talk
to your dog in a way they
really understand. Canine
body language will be demonstrated and explained in
the light of dog psychology
and evolution. Proper "parenting" and socialization
techniques will be demonstrated. Learn how to get
your dog to decide to stop
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barking, jumping, pulling
on the leash, etc., quickly
and naturally.
2. Giving our dogs a
very special outing with
many other dogs and dog
lovers. Dogs naturally
LOVE being around other
dogs in a group walking
together, eating together,
swimming together, etc. It
is a special, and all too rare
experience for most of our
dogs, but this is the way
Mother Nature intended
them to live, and the appeal
is very strong. We will walk
together, talk together, share
treats
Even the the most fearful or defensive dogs can
come to enjoy being in a big
group; they just need a little
guidence, which we will provide. If you can hold onto
your dog to keep it from a
"fight or flight" response, we
can introduce them to the
pleasures of shared company
and activities.
Schedule of Thanks-Giving events:
From 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.:
We want to leave no one
out, so we will host a special,
one hour "problem solving"
session which is only for
dogs and their families who
are having serious problems
with their behavior, and are
not ready to take part in the
large group activites starting
at 2 p.m.. Families attending this separate session will
receive group and individual
training, special training
leashes & tools, and treats,
free of charge.
We will decide at the
end of the hour whether the

dogs and their people are
"ready" for the rest of the
day. You may be amazed at
how quickly your dog's behavior will change. We've
had many people come to
the free weekly Sunday
training and socialization
sessions full of fear, with
dogs full of wild behavior,
only to leave with smiles and
wagging tails.
However, if I have any
question about the safety of
having your dog participate
in the larger group, I will
suggest alternatives that you
both would enjoy and can
do on your own. Safety first!
The only rule for this
separate session and the rest
of the day is that you must
be able to keep your dog
from getting away from you.
We don't want dogs running
into the street or interacting
with other dogs or people inappropriately.
We will meet next to the
Japanese Tea House in the
park at 1 p.m.. If your dog
has a great deal of energy,
please consider coming early and walking around the
park or going for a swim to
let off steam and help your
dog relax before the 1 p.m.
session begins. Please bring
a water bowl for your dog,
a secure collar/harness,etc.,
and leash.
2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.:
"Meet and Greet" session, next to the Japanese
Tea House in the park. This
session is part problem solving and part social opportunity, which even the best
behaved dogs love. Jumping,
barking, pulling on leash,
etc., problems in our individual canine-human relationships will be discussed
and addressed before we begin the group walk.
2:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.:

"Pack Walk" around
and within the park, giving thanks for this beautiful
dog friendly park with it's
wonderful landscaping and
views of Hilo Bay.
Our dogs love the many
smells within the park, from
cats to mongooses to lots
of "pee-mail", and we will
let them sniff and "mark"to
their hearts content, keeping
a slow, easy pace.
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.:
Mini-lecture and Q &
A session, with treats provided. The role model of the
mother dog is used, rather
than that of the "pack leader" or "best friend".
The reasons for and
advantages of this will be
explained, along with a discussion and demonstration
of key body language techniques that dogs really understand. You do not need to
dominate your dog; only to
communicate properly with
them. They naturally want
to make us happy, but are
often confused by our poor
communication skills. We
will change that!
We will also discuss the
extremely long history of
canine-human relationships,
the central part they play
in our lives every day, and
our thankfullness for such
wonderful companions. The
sharing of personal stories is
encouraged.
Treats will be shared
while we talk. If your dog is
on a special diet, please bring
some appropriate treats for
him or her to enjoy when
their turn comes around.
It is a ritual that they very
much enjoy!
3:30 p.m. - pau:
Group Swim! Dogs
who have never been swimming are welcome to come
and learn to enjoy the water.

Swimming is the single best
way to give your dogs the
active type of exercise they
need, in the qualtity that
need it; especially for people
who can neither jog nor bike
with their dogs.
Please dress appropriately and bring a towel for
each of you. Owners unable
to go into the water due to
a physical disability will be
provided a handler so that
their dogs can join in the
fun.
All attendees should
bring:
Water bowls.
Plastic bags for solid
waste.
A mind that is open to
learning new and helpful
things.
A heart full of love for
dogs, and the desire to share
that love together with lots
of other dogs and dog lovers, at least once a year at
Thanksgiving.
Aloha!
Carl Oguss, Hawaii's
Dog Whisperer
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MYSTIC TRAVELER
Sex Magic in Sacred Relationships

L

ast month, I was
waxing
rhapsodic over SONG
OF THE NEW
EARTH, the new film about
Tom Kenyon, Sound Healer
and author of many books.
I read the first that he wrote
with his partner, Judi Sion,
which had a particularly significant impact on me, called
The Magdalen Manuscript:
The Alchemies of Horus &
the Sex Magic of Isis. What
a title – of course, I was intrigued. It’s turned out to
be the most important book
I’ve read in years, and I have
recommended it to many
dear friends myself, and now
I do to you, too, dear readers.
The book is in several
parts, the first being the
channeling of Mary Magdalen by Tom. She tells her
fascinating tale of being an
initiate in the Egyptian Mystery School, and of her true
love affair with the being she
calls Yeshua. It is riveting
stuff.
Tom states in the introduction that he wasn’t sure
about publishing this,
But, the material is like
nothing I have ever seen. As a
student of internal alchemies
for over three decades, I have
been fascinated by the similarities as well as the differences
between the world’s alchemical traditions. And I have
made it one of my personal
quests to experience a vast array of alchemical methods for
transforming and elevating
consciousness. From this perspective, the techniques offered
by the Magdalen are quite
extraordinary. As a spiritual
pragmatist, I try everything
myself. If it works, I keep it. If
it doesn’t, I toss it out. I have
personally used the techniques
Magdalen describes, and they
work. They work extraordi-

BY Diana Fairbank

narily well. I can honestly
say that practicing them has
enhanced all my other alchemical practices, regardless of the lineage from which
they came…For those fellow
students of alchemy, for those
seeking deeper experiences of
spiritual transformation, and
for those who desire Sacred
Relationship, this material
may well prove invaluable.
I can vouch for the truth
in that! In the second section, Tom goes into detail
about the alchemical principles behind the Sex Magic
meditations and exercises
given by Isis. I’m all into it,
and then get to the final section, where Judi Dion tells
her own story and how she
came to be in Sacred Relationship with Tom. It’s also
a beautiful, magical tale, but
the part that really jolted me
was at the very end where she
told an anecdote that is practically word-for-word that
same as one I told in a piece
called The Optimalist, published in November 2011,
three years before I read her
book. I feel very connected
to Judi and her story, and
believe she deserves more
celebration for her contributions to Tom’s work, as well
as her own projects.
As is shown in the film,
Judi has been a passionate

force to raise funds for a Tibetan Nunnery, who we see
doing an awesome chanting session, which Judi got
recorded, and is now available on Tom’s website. In
another book, Judi mentions
that people have written to
her in response to reading
The Magdalen Manuscript
but that, curiously, the letters all begin, “Dear Tom”
then somewhere in there
they ask for him to forward
it to her. That must be hard
and strange as a partner, to
be in the shadow of a powerful man, when she is plenty
powerful herself!
The most revelatory
thing about this book to
me is that it all felt like a remembering of information,
rather than a discovery. And
the timing for me to come
upon this material was ideal,
as I was already a year into
my Sacred Relationship with
Frank. After our coming
together, I realized that my
own spiritual path involves
exploring the many ways
that spiritual growth can be
attained through committed love relationships. I don’t
resonate with the idea that
we are two halves of a whole
but rather that something in
the deep sharing, mirroring,
and mutual beloved-ness
encourages each of us to be
our optimal selves, and supports that growth process;
not identical, but unique to
our individual needs, and
symbiotic for the Sacred Relationship.
The Sex Magic part is
absolutely the blissful and
ecstatic frosting on the cake
of exalted coupledom, but it
is the profundity and power
in the connection that most
fascinates me, and will continue to be the focal point of
my mystical explorations.
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Long Story Short

Continued from pg. 12

sleep just fine.
How big is your boat?
Tell me about your boat.
Oh, the boat’s thirtyseven feet. It’s French ketch,
and it’s easy to single hand.
It’s set up so you can single
handed maintain the sails
and do what you need to
do by yourself. But it’s also
roomy enough to sleep
comfortably six people. So,
there’s three separate cabins. It’s a center cockpit boat
with an aft master cabin,
and a center and a forward.
So, you could conceivably go alone, although
that’s not advisable.
I could go alone. And
people do go alone. I think
part of it, too, it’s a social
event. You know, it’s been
really a good social thing
for me to have, to be able to
skipper the boat, and have
friends come along. And as
a biologist in Hawaii, I have
a lot of friends who are really good on the water and
they’ve been on research
vessels, and they know the
water, and they’re not afraid
of big waves. And so, they
may not necessarily know a
lot about sailing, but they do
what I tell them, and we’ve
had a really good time.
You like being the skipper?
I do like being the skipper. I do. Sometimes, there’s
times when I think it’d be
really fun to just be on somebody else’s boat and let them
worry about what’s going
wrong, or where we’re going,
or should we go all night, or
should we pull in. But mostly, I like it. I enjoy it.
And you’re telling me
menopause is what triggered
all of this?
It is. I think, Leslie, I
would have never gone on
that sailboat by myself, unless I was really desperate
and miserable.
I’m wondering if those
people who you said thought
you were crazy; did they
think you were even crazier
when you started taking the

sailboat out virtually on
your own?
That I was crazy when I
got home?
Well, no; you know,
once they heard you were—
When I got home, I was
fine. [CHUCKLE] It cured
me. [CHUCKLE] I think
getting outside of my own
self, and I think if there’s
a lesson there, and I would
never presume to tell anyone
else what to do with their
own.
Menopause or misery,
or midlife or early life crisis;
I felt as confused and mixed
up as I had when I was a
teenager, with all those hormone storms and things,
and trying to figure out what
I was gonna be, where I was
gonna go. And I came from
a place where I really wanted
to do something different,
but didn’t know what. And
this was the same kinda
thing. And I thought, whatever happens, I’m losing it
here, so it’s gotta be, it’s gotta
be good. And if I never come
back, or Craig and I don’t
stay together, well, that’s just
life.
Susan Scott has made
it through many challenges.
She continues to sail and explore with the same passion
and wonder that she’s always
had, and through her writing, we all get to tag along.
Mahalo to Susan Scott of
Oahu for sharing her stories
with us. And mahalo to you
for joining us. For PBS Hawaii and Long Story Short,
I’m Leslie Wilcox. A hui
hou.
Original
air
date
4/15/14.
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Kohala 'Aina Festival

Continued frompage 8
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EPICURIAN EPISODES
Continued form page 2

Kohala 'Aina Festival headliner Nahko will be performing as
part of the evening's Harvest Celebration.
Photo credit: Mikography
known island guest chefs including Casey Halpern, Executive Chef at Cafe Pesto,
Allen Hess, Chef de Cuisine
at the Mauna Lani Canoe
House and Executive Chef
Donna Maltz.
The Festival will also offer music all day long! Headliners include Nahko, a nationally renowned folk/rock
singer with Hawai'i Island
roots, and Hawai'i's own
Ooklah The Moc, with performances by Cas Hayley,
Tubby Love, Kaahele and
the Isness, DJ Conscious
Riddims and other special
guests. There will also be
hula from Halau Kukui
Aloha o Kohala and African
Drum and Dance.
The event will take place
on Saturday, November 8th
at the site of the Kohala
Country Fair, in Kapa'au,

North Kohala, from 1–
9pm. The day's festivities
start off with the Permaculture Convergence, from
1-5pm, and conclude with
the Harvest Celebration,
featuring a blessing and keynote at 5pm, and continuing
into the evening with music
by headliners Nahko and
Ooklah The Moc.
Tickets are $20 advance
or $25 the week of event
and at the door, and available online at hipagriculture.
org. Ticket prices include all
music and educational activities. The Hawai'ian feast
is offered at $10 per plate.
All proceeds directly support HIP Agriculture’s 2015
youth programs.
Come out and join our
island community November 8th to support a great
cause and have some fun!

About the Cover

T

he founder, publisher and part-editor of this lavish Belgian periodical was Louis van Houtte, the
propietor of the largest nursery of its time on the
continent. It appeared monthly for almost 40 years
and was published by his own printing office in the middle of
the gardens, the Horto van Houtteano. All the plants shown
were for sale in his nursery and include many exotics. The
work is notable for the craftmanship of the Belgian lithographers Severeyns, Stroobant and De Pannemaker, who had
mastered the art of colour-printing from stone.

available in 1621.
The Thanksgiving holiday's history is rooted in
English traditions dating
from the Protestant Reformation. Religious prayers of
thanks and special thanksgiving ceremonies were
common among many religions after harvests.
Until 1682, mostly
church leaders made declarations for Thanksgiving in
New England. During the
American Revolution, politics influence the issuance
of Thanksgiving proclamations. In 1789, President
George Washington declared the first Thanksgiving official celebration and
appealed for Americans to
express gratitude for the
end to the country’s war of
independence and the successful endorsement of the
U.S. Constitution. In 1863,
during the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln proclaimed a national Thanksgiving Day to be held each
November. In modern politics, in 1989, the President
George Bush pardoned the
first Turkey, which it spared
the bird's life.
Now, in many American households, Thanksgiving celebration represent
little religious significance;
instead, the national holiday
centers on cooking and sharing a bountiful feast with
family and friends. Thanksgiving is observed in other
countries as well, but on different dates, including Canada, Netherlands, Norfolk,
Germany and Japan.
Turkey is symbolic to
Thanksgiving and is recognized as the universal
epicurean delight with the
holiday. The bird is served
in a variety of preparations
whether it is roasted, baked
or deep-fried, or smoked,
according to the National
Turkey Federation. Other

traditional delights include
stuffing, mashed potatoes,
cranberry sauce and pumpkin pie.
To make your own
moist Turkey and stuffing,
here is a five star rated Recipe.com Turkey & Stuffing
Recipe
Ingredients:
One - 10 - 12 lb. Turkey
1 1/2 cups sliced celery
(3 stalks)
1 cup chopped onion (1
large)
1/2 cup butter
1 Tablespoon fresh sage
or 1 tsp. poultry seasoning
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon fresh
ground pepper
12 cups dry bread cubes
1 cup chicken broth
2 Tablespoons olive oil
Directions
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. For stuffing, in a large
skillet cook celery and onion
in hot butter over medium
heat for 3 minutes. Remove
from heat. Stir in sage and
black pepper. Place dry
bread cubes in a large bowl;
add onion mixture. Drizzle
with enough of the chicken
broth to moisten and combine.
2. Remove neck and
giblets from the turkey.
Rinse the inside of the turkey; pat dry. Lightly spoon
stuffing into the body cavity.
(Place any remaining stuffing in a casserole dish; for a
moister stuffing, drizzle with
additional broth. Bake stuffing in casserole alongside
turkey about 45 minutes.
Tie legs to tail with kitchen

string or tuck the ends of the
drumsticks under the band
of skin across the tail.
3. Place the turkey,
breast side up, on a rack in a
shallow roasting pan. Brush
with oil; season with additional salt and pepper. Insert
an oven meat thermometer
into the center of one of the
inside thigh muscles, making sure the bulb does not
touch bone. Cover turkey
loosely with foil. Roast turkey for 2-1/2 hours.
4. Cut the string or band
of skin between the drumsticks so the thighs will cook
evenly. Uncover; roast for 45
minutes to 1-1/4 hours more
or until meat thermometer
registers 180 degrees. Remove turkey from oven.
Cover; let stand for 15 minutes before carving. Makes
12 to 14 servings.
If you rather not cook
or dine out for this upcoming
Thanksgiving Holiday, please
inquire with Outrageous Food
and Events for our “Outrageous Thanksgiving at Home”
complete meal program available for pick up or delivery.
Please email: info@outrageousfoods.com or call 808331-CHEF (2433).
Warmest Aloha,
Katherine Louie,
Outrageous Gourmet
P.O. Box 5321
Kailua-Kona, HI 96745
808-989-7287
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OLD PLANTATION DAYS

Sugar Transport
on the High Seas

I

n the early days of sugarcane growing and
Processing in Hawaii
the sugar that was
manufactured was placed
into coopers barrels, sealed
and sent on their way to
ports around the world.
After wooden barrels
became obsolete linen grain
bags were filled with 100 lbs
of raw sugar and stacked on
pallets for transport to the
ports or ships anchored off
shore.
Perhaps many do not
know, that bulk transport of
sugar that was done in the
later years of the industry or
even containerized shipping
of product is actually an artifact of modern days, that is
the 1960’s and forward. The
bulk ships and container

BY John Cross

ships that are so common today did not exist when sugar
was transported in bags or
barrels.
Instead ships that carried booms, davits, cables,
blocks and miles and miles
of rope and cable were the
norm. Conveyors, elevators
and vacuum systems were
only a dream. Look at this
months picture of a beautiful vessel called the “Hawaiian Citizen”. Nestled
close to the dock the pallets
of 1000 lb allotments were
lifted straight off the dock
on into the hold of the ship.
Lifting of these loads was
not without some risk and
loads were lost to swinging
wildly or becoming off balance.
However, this picture

actually shows a calm and
ordered appearance of traffic. Earlier articles in the
Paradise Post and photos
show these same ships anchored off the Hamakua
Coast with long tram lines
tying the vessel to the shipping warehouse a hundred
feet or more up the steep
rocky cliff. Transporting the
bags of sugar across the cliff
and the open sea and then to
the ship was not just dangerous, it was more an art.
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If a Plantation was not
so lucky to have a safe harbor like Hilo, they had to
rely on their own make shift
anchorages and treacherous cableway systems. The
portion of a 1926 Hawaiian
Island Map was developed
to show the shipping distances between plantations
and San Francisco where
the sugar was further refined
into the white C&H Sugar.
Although not shown in the
Post, the map states the following interesting bits of
trivia regarding the shipping
of sugar.
SUGAR TRANSPORTATION METHOD TO
OCEAN CARRIER:
“Honokaa Sugar Company – Plantation Railroad
to Kukuihaele, thence by
wire rope to ocean carrier.”
“Hawaiian Agricultural
Company – Auto Trucks to
Honuapo, thence by lighter

craft to ocean carrier”
“Waiakea Mill Company – Barges loaded in
Wailoa River, thence ½ mile
to ocean carrier”
“Kaeleku Sugar Company – Plantation Railroad
to Hana Wharf”
The list goes on mentioning all the various plantations. How about that last
one up there, Kaeleku Sugar
Company….how many of
you knew there was a sugarcane plantation in Hana
Maui? Not many I guess.
My mind wanders as I
think about all these grand
old ships and where they
be today. Unfortunately,
I think they are all cut up
for scrap, sunk during the
various World Wars, maybe
even used as targets for the
military.
The memory of
these ships only exist in photographs and the minds of
old seafaring men.
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“The pain that blemishes our
personality acts as a creative
force bringing it to our delight.”
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OLD PLANTATION DAYS

The Hawaiian Citizen merchant ship. This transport ship was prior to age of containerized traffic. The use of shipping containers so common and prevalent now is
actually a recent method of transport, starting in the 1960's. Prior to that goods were lefted into storage holds upon ships like the Hawaiian Citizen. Note the vast
aray of cables, blocks, and davits. All cargo was hoisted from the pier onto the ship.

Voted Best Alternative

get da BeSt local giftS
at da BeSt priceS!

Mamo St. and Kamehameha Ave. in Historic Downtown Hilo
Big Market Days on Wed and Sat: From Dawn ’til it’s Gone!

2012 Health Provider

Small Market on da other days: 8am to 4pm
(808) 933-1000 www.hilofarmersmarket.com EBT Accepted
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AS ABOVE SO BELOW
What’s Going On Up There?
BY Carol Barbeau

T

his 11th month
of the number 7
year creates an
energy all month
of endings, as well as the opportunity to find your new
beginning October 2014
brought 2 eclipses , one in
Aries (self) Libra (others) on
the 8th asking us to let go
and boy did I see lots of that
On the 23rd of October
the Solar eclipse new moon
brought us all deeply into
Scorpio land and since mercury is direct now but still in
a shadow it feels as though
we still carry that October
energy into decision making
this month.
Eclipses last up to 6
months and for sure until
Around the 23rd Of December you will be given extra guidance and insight into
your own inner desires.
If you can take a few
days each month to get quiet, go within and connect
with source you will for sure
find the gifts which are given
to you well worth those few
minutes of opening to accept
them
Lucky colors until the
New moon on the 22nd and
the suns entrance into Sagittarius are Deep Reds to help
us into the actions so many
of us are being called into
Our Symbols energetically
for this time are the EAGLE
and the Scorpion which energy do you choose to amplify now
with our key
planets now Mars and Pluto
expect lots of expansion of
energy.
November 1st is a mystical magical day full of
great intuition and as it is
all Saints day, we are asked
with the moon in Pisces to
use this weekend to believe,
dream and create visions of
your new life.
November 2nd DST

ends and as Energies FALL
back we get an extra hour to
sleep in.
Election Day on the
4th promises again to be a
less than peaceful energy
with the moon (emotions)
in Fiery Aries and a square
to Pluto leads us energetically into a day of change.
At 9:29am PDT the moon
touches URANUS in Aries, this further encourages
changes made from a basis
of what is good for US: Not
necessarily making choices
from the outlook of what is
good for the all.
Something many of us
might want to remember
since this is our world and
our planet and OUR VOTE
COUNTS.
Think about the future
and on this day at 10:01pm
PDT on the 4th we have
a great aspect with Jupiter
in Leo and the energy of a
FIRE TRINE Election day
should make for some interesting choices
On the 6th we have a
full moon with the moon
in Taurus and the Sun IN
Scorpio, this full moon is
going to be a look into what
we value and want to hold
onto (Taurus) and how we
truly FEEL (Scorpio) about
our lives and are we living in
alignment with a sustainable
lifestyle.
Full moons are always
very powerful times and ask
that we let go of what is no
longer of use to us, or what is
no longer working
Thinking of moving,
changing jobs, Getting
Hitched,
Getting Unhitched?
This will be the month
when many of us make the
emotional shift which will
trigger that next step.
Mercury remains in the
retrograde shadow until the

10th. And will move for the
2nd time into Scorpio on
the 8th, bringing processes
of relationship possibilities
open to all who are desiring a deeper connection to
friends, family, children or
to open to romance.
Last month was all
SLOW DOWN and this
month is all lets get going and so there are lots of
GREAT dates to sign contracts, make connections
and more which are on my
daily report which you can
sign up for at http://www.
carolbarbeau.com
November 12th and
13th are good days of good
karma, asking us to look
at what we have earned by
good service and good deeds
and step into our own power and accept the gifts life
wishes to give to us
Saturday the 15th Neptune the plant of illusion, vision and imagination moves
direct at 4 Degrees of Pisces and reality seems much
clearer and lots of plans
based upon a dream will
shift into reality mode.
On the 16th as VENUS the planet of what we
desire moves to Sagittarius,
HOT diggly wiggly, we are
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again set FIRE towards our
passions and the issues of
freedom and truth become
stronger within us all.
November 20th, 21st
and until 4:32am PDT on
the 22nd we have magical
dark of the moon wishing
energy, not good to sign contracts on the material plain
but WOW, a great time to
connect with guides and angels and truly get activated
with the moon in Scorpio.
On the 22nd the Sun at
1:38am PDT moves to Sagittarius and a double dose of
above with a NEW MOON
4:32am PDT tossed in for
good measure.
TALK about a powerful month.. November 2014
surely wants to inspire inner
voice, guidance, and action
to make it happen (IT) being whatever YOU feel you
desire now.
Look for lots of answers on the 24th, 25th, and
26th and Thanksgiving day
adds more fire to the mix as

Mercury moves to Sagittarius and go go and go more
seems our theme
Please remember when
the sun changes signs on the
new moon on the 22nd the
temptation with be to move
faster than the speed of light
as we move From Scorpios
message of (I CREATE) to
Sagittarius colors of Purple
and deep blue (clarity colors)
and our theme becomes fire
and aspirations and optimistic energy replaces Mars and
Pluto as Jupiter the planet of
I BELIEVE steps up to the
plate and becomes our ruling planet until December
21st and the Winter Solstice .... HAPPY activation
month.
And I would love to do
your personal chart, so please
contact me and I will be
happy to set us up Skype, Telephone Or in Person my e mail
is carolastro@carolbarbeau.
com 253 838 1179
Love and JOY to you all,
Carol

Dr. MARCEL HERNANDEZ
Dr. CONNIE HERNANDEZ
Compassionate Naturopathic Medicine On the Big Island for 12 Years
General Family Medicine including Overall Preventive Medicine and
Health Optimization, Women’s Health, Men’s Health, Pediatrics,
Bio-identical Hormones, Men’s Hormones, Prostate Health, Breast
Health, Cancer Counseling, Nutrition and Weight Loss, and more.
By Appointment in Honokaa: 808-775-1505
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Give the Gift
of Well-Being

2 1/2 hours of

Pure Relaxation

75 min Lomilomi Massage
45 min Tropical Feet Treat
30 min Amethyst Bio-Mat
all for $

166

buy by 12/31/14
redeem by 02/28/15

islandspiritspa.com
MAE#2634

call 769-5212

open daily 10 am - 6 pm

PUALANI TERRACE, KEALAKEKUA

BSH#4724

Ho‘onanea Ranch…to pass the time in ease, peace and pleasure,
to relax, lounge, repose be absorbed and contented.
The Hawaiian Islands are each unique and Mary knows them.
Mary can tell you which ones are quiet at night, where the high water
mark is, where lava is less likely to flow, and
where roosters sleep in an extra half-hour.

Just under 2900 square feet of home + 3000 square feet of covered lanai, office, bonus, garage spaces.
Equestrian facility is operated as Diamond Valley Equestrian Facility. Private, gated access of 23 acres fully
fenced in 5 pastures, an arena, barn and turn outs including a secluded birthing turn out.
View @ http://youtu.be/36omYP4a9Yg. $2,200,000 US dollars.
www.MaryBegier.com

101 Aupuni Street • Suite 315 • Hilo, HI 96720

1188 Bishop Street • Suite 3412 • Honolulu, HI 96813

mary@marybegier.com

HILO (808) 935-0737

OAHU (808) 733-5562

TOLL-FREE (800) 728-8555

